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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?This systematic review identified that studies of postoperative patient‐reported outcomes are low in volume, narrow in domains and diversity of patients, and varied significantly in instruments used and ways in which outcomes were reported.What Are the Clinical Implications?For efforts to improve postoperative recovery to be data‐driven, study methodology must be standardized and improve in its rigor.

Introduction {#jah34548-sec-0008}
============

Postoperative recovery is a complex, time‐dependent process with multiple relevant domains, including physiological, nociceptive, mental health, cognitive, sleep, mobility, and activities of daily living.[1](#jah34548-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah34548-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah34548-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Understanding postoperative recovery after cardiac surgery is pertinent, as there is increasing emphasis on readmission and outcomes of postacute care, with implementation of national publicly reported measures and incentive systems, such as bundled payments and the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program.[4](#jah34548-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah34548-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} There are increasing calls for the use of patient‐reported outcome measures (PROMs) to improve recovery, as well as digital health tools to assess function and activity.[3](#jah34548-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah34548-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In fact, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services is now paying for such remote monitoring.[7](#jah34548-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, the quality and volume of the evidence base guiding this effort in the cardiac surgery population are unknown.

To inform strategies to study and improve postoperative recovery, it is important to systematically evaluate the volume, quality, and content of existing literature. Of particular interest is the use of standardized methods to assess various domains relevant to recovery and inclusion of diverse patient populations. Additionally, characterizing approaches to reporting PROM scores is important, as variable reporting of raw measured scores, relative change from the preoperative measurements, or other ways may impede generalizable synthesis of the literature. However, to date, there is no extensive review of the magnitude and quality of the studies, how prior studies have used PROM instruments, and what patient populations are being studied.

Accordingly, we performed a systematic review to (1) describe the methods used in existing studies that evaluated postoperative recovery after cardiac surgery using PROMs and (2) assess the populations studied. The findings will help prioritize future research by identifying areas of postoperative recovery that currently lack data.

Methods {#jah34548-sec-0009}
=======

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the first author (<makoto.mori@yale.edu>) upon reasonable request.

Search Strategy and Study Selection {#jah34548-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------

We developed the protocol according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses statement.[8](#jah34548-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} To identify prospective studies on the cardiac surgical population that evaluated postoperative recovery using PROMs, publications were searched on Medline and Web of Science using a combination of key terms and index headings related to cardiac surgery and postoperative recovery. We consulted a librarian experienced in systematic review on methodology and refining search terms. We did not include specific PROM terms or domain terms to increase the search sensitivity. We reviewed all publications indexed through January 10, 2019. The list of MeSH terms (permutations of "postoperative," "cardiac surgery," and "recovery") and other search strategies are outlined in Data S1. We reviewed search results to confirm inclusion of 5 validation articles[9](#jah34548-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah34548-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah34548-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah34548-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah34548-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah34548-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} that we identified before the search.

We included only prospective studies in adult patients (age 18 years or older) who underwent any type of cardiac surgery that reported any PROMs following surgery. We excluded case reports and review articles. We excluded studies including patients who underwent left ventricular assist device implantation, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation support, orthotopic heart transplant, and congenital or adult congenital patients, as these populations likely experience distinct recovery trajectories different from the majority of adult cardiac surgical populations, which are those undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) and valve and aortic operations. We also excluded studies with follow‐up durations of fewer than 4 postoperative days, as the aim of this study was to characterize the recovery beyond the acute phase of care. To focus on studies evaluating patient‐centered recovery, we excluded studies not reporting PROMs, with the exception of studies measuring physical function using accelerometers. Additionally, studies measuring PROMs at unspecified time points were not included. We added this criterion to exclude studies that obtained PROMs at undefined time points from the index operation, which can have a considerable time range and is challenging to interpret considering the time‐dependent nature of recovery.

Screening and Data Collection {#jah34548-sec-0011}
-----------------------------

We organized the articles using Endnote 8 (Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, PA), and 2 authors (MM and SA) screened the titles and abstracts of all search results to locate potentially eligible articles for full‐text review. Both authors then reviewed the full text to identify the final list of eligible articles, and all disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Data Extraction {#jah34548-sec-0012}
---------------

For each article, we recorded publication characteristics (first author, year of publication, and journal), study characteristics (instruments used to evaluate recovery, such as the 36‐Item Short Form Health Survey \[SF‐36\],[15](#jah34548-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Quality of Recovery score,[16](#jah34548-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} or battery of neurocognitive tests; number of assessments performed; longest time of patient follow‐up; timing of each follow‐up in terms of days since the operation; the domains of recovery evaluated; inclusion/exclusion criteria; enrollment approach; missing data treatment; and how death during the follow‐up was analyzed), and patient characteristics (age, sex, race, number of patients in the study, and cardiac surgery type). Patient follow‐up duration was defined as the duration between the operation and the time when the latest PROM recording was obtained. Values for the timing of measurement were collected in days since the operation. To assign a numeric value for visual representation of when the measurements were taken, the timing of measurements obtained at hospital discharge was defaulted to postoperative day 7, if the study did not report specific timing of postoperative discharge. Day 7 was chosen on the basis of the mean postoperative length of stay of 6.9 days reported by the national Society of Thoracic Surgeons database for patients undergoing isolated CABG.[17](#jah34548-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Journal type was grouped into 6 categories: nursing, surgical, psychology/behavioral, anesthesia, cardiology, and other. We categorized journals on the basis of the journal title including the name of the specialty (eg, anesthesiology, nursing) and professional society\'s affiliations to the journal (Table S1).

PROM Domains {#jah34548-sec-0013}
------------

Six domains that characterize postoperative recovery were identified on the basis of a previous literature review[3](#jah34548-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}: Nociceptive symptoms, physical function, activities of daily living, sleep, cognitive function, and mental health domains. Depression, anxiety, and psychosocial function were categorized into the mental health domain. The nociceptive symptoms domain included reporting of pain, physical discomfort, shortness of breath, and nausea. The physical function domain included measurement obtained using either objective tools, such as accelerometer, or PROMs. This criterion was set to avoid excluding studies that used a more rigorous tool to measure the domains. Similarly, studies using polysomnography for sleep were included to capture studies on postoperative sleep pattern, although polysomnography is likely not applicable for clinical home monitoring.

Definition of Outcomes Reporting Methodology {#jah34548-sec-0014}
--------------------------------------------

To evaluate how PROM values are analyzed and reported, we categorized reportings into the following 7 categories: raw score, percentage of patients with or without symptoms or dysfunction (according to each study\'s definition of categorizations), difference from baseline values, percentage of patients achieving baseline values, frequency of symptoms, fitting a model over raw scores, and others. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing categorization of PROM reporting for the postoperative period. Therefore, we identified common reporting patterns by (1) reviewing the reporting of all included studies, (2) defining major categories, and (3) conducting a second review to categorize the studies by reporting approaches. Raw score indicates reporting of mean/median value of the PROM score obtained at a given time point and represents the simplest form of reporting. All other reporting categories involve processing of the raw score, such as calculating relative changes from baseline, or proportion of the patients reaching the baseline value at given time points.

Patient Characteristics, Enrollment Approach, and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria {#jah34548-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then evaluated demographic data, enrollment approach, and inclusion/exclusion criteria to characterize the breadth of patient populations studied. Enrollment approach was categorized into convenience sampling, consecutive enrollment, or unspecified. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of interests were those specifically outlining age, sex, comorbidity criteria, and whether studies excluded patients on the basis of case acuity status (elective versus nonelective).

Treatment of Death and Missing Data {#jah34548-sec-0016}
-----------------------------------

Finally, we evaluated how patients who died during the follow‐up period were treated in the analysis, to understand common analytical practice and existing knowledge of the recovery process before death. To characterize potential bias attributable to missing data, we recorded how missing data were being handled because in longitudinal studies with decline in study participation over time, the population retained to the completion of the study may represent a biased cohort.[18](#jah34548-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Analysis {#jah34548-sec-0017}
--------

Studies were summarized using descriptive statistics by the sample size, procedure types, duration and timing of follow‐up, number of measurements obtained, and the number of domains evaluated. Each variable was summarized either by the percentage or by the median, interquartile range, and range. Distributions of the studies in each component were summarized in a bubble plot. The most frequently used PROM instruments were selected to visualize the timing in days from operation and frequency of measurements obtained.

Results {#jah34548-sec-0018}
=======

Selected Studies {#jah34548-sec-0019}
----------------

The search criteria yielded 3432 studies that potentially addressed postoperative recovery after cardiac surgery. Title and abstract screening excluded 3267 studies. Common reasons for exclusion included studies addressing the congenital heart disease population, animal studies, and studies not assessing PROMs. The remaining 165 potentially eligible articles underwent full‐text review. This process excluded an additional 60 studies, consisting of studies with measures obtained at inconsistent time points, studies without full text, follow‐up duration \<4 days, and those evaluating the same study sample used in other included publications. Finally, 105 articles were included for analyses (Figure [1](#jah34548-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Study selection flow chart. Study selection process to arrive at the 110 articles analyzed. Studies were excluded on the basis of case types (ventricular assist device or heart transplant) and patient population (congenital, adult congenital) because the course of recovery may differ in these populations compared with common adult cardiac surgical population. PRO indicates patient‐reported outcomes.](JAH3-8-e013546-g001){#jah34548-fig-0001}

Study Characteristics {#jah34548-sec-0020}
---------------------

For the 105 included articles, the sample size of the studies tended to be small with a median of 119 patients (interquartile range, 62--229; range, 14--7321). Thirty‐five percent (n=37) of the studies were intervention‐based, comparing recovery between the specific intervention and control groups. Twenty‐five percent of the studies (n=26) were randomized controlled clinical trials, in all of which the interventions were hypothesized to improve recovery, including less invasive surgical approach[19](#jah34548-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and the use of special undergarments for women\'s incisional discomfort.[20](#jah34548-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Seventy‐seven percent (n=81) were conducted in single‐center settings. Median follow‐up duration was 91 (interquartile range, 42--182) days. Frequent follow‐ups (measurements at ≥5 time points) were obtained in 15% (n=15). Studies most commonly assessed 1 domain (n=42; 40%). The nociceptive symptom domain was the most commonly measured (n=60; 57%), followed by the mental health (n=58; 55%) domain. One study that met the inclusion criteria evaluated postoperative taste change,[21](#jah34548-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} which did not meet any of our prespecified domain categories (Table [1](#jah34548-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Of note, studies with the largest sample size (N=7321) evaluated only 1 domain, with 1 study having only 2 follow‐ups,[22](#jah34548-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} while another had 7 follow‐ups but spanned only 7 days (Study 17; Table S2).

###### 

Study Characteristics of 105 Studies

  Variables                                                   N or Median   \% or Q1--Q3 (range)
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ----------------------
  Sample size (n)                                             119           62--29 (14--7321)
  Randomized trial                                            26            25%
  Intervention‐based[a](#jah34548-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   37            35%
  Multicenter study                                           24            23%
  Follow‐up duration (d)                                      91            42--182 (4--1825)
  Number of follow‐ups                                                      
  1                                                           7             7%
  2                                                           27            26%
  3                                                           35            33%
  4                                                           21            20%
  5                                                           7             7%
  6--9                                                        8             8%
  Domains                                                                   
  Nociceptive symptoms                                        60            57%
  Activities of daily living                                  51            49%
  Cognitive                                                   18            17%
  Mental health                                               58            55%
  Physical function                                           55            52%
  Sleep                                                       11            10%
  Number of domains assessed                                                
  1                                                           42            40%
  2                                                           14            13%
  3                                                           17            16%
  4                                                           23            22%
  5                                                           8             8%
  6                                                           0             0%

IQR indicates interquartile range.

Intervention‐based refers to studies that examined patient‐reported outcome measures according to different process of care (robotic vs. sternotomy approach, telehealth follow‐up vs. usual care, etc.).

Studies were most commonly published in nursing journals (n=30; 30%), followed by surgical journals (n=25; 24%) (Table S3). The oldest study was published in 1980, and 88% and 40% of the included studies were published after 2000 and 2010, respectively (Figure S1).

Reporting Methodology {#jah34548-sec-0021}
---------------------

Of the 105 studies, 71 (68%) reported only the raw scores obtained from measurement tools. Fourteen (13%) defined presence of symptoms or dysfunction in a binary form and reported proportion of patients experiencing the symptoms or dysfunction at each time point. Ten (10%) studies reported measurement values in relation to the baseline values, either as the absolute or relative difference or proportion of patients achieving the baseline value at each measured time points (Table [2](#jah34548-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Only 60 (57%) studies obtained the first measurement before the operation (Figure [2](#jah34548-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Outcomes Reporting Methodology

  Reporting Methods                                              N (%)
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
  Raw score values[a](#jah34548-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}        71 (68)
  Percentage of patients with and without symptoms/dysfunction   14 (13)
  Difference from baseline                                       6 (6)
  Percentage of patients achieving baseline                      4 (4)
  Function‐based (fit over raw score values)                     4 (4)
  Frequency of symptom                                           3 (3)
  Other                                                          3 (3)

Raw score values include 1 study reporting number of steps measured by a tracker.

![Timing of the first measurement obtained. Distribution of the timing of first measurement reported by the studies. Fifty‐seven percent of the studies obtained the first measurement before surgery.](JAH3-8-e013546-g002){#jah34548-fig-0002}

Most of the studies with 1 to 2 follow‐up assessments examined duration of \<30 days. Three studies reported 5 measurements within a 50‐day period,[11](#jah34548-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah34548-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah34548-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} representing the highest temporal resolution (Figure [3](#jah34548-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S2).

![Bubble chart of studies by the study characteristics. Studies by the duration of follow‐up (*x* axis) up to 100 days, sample size (*y* axis) up to 500 patients, number of domains evaluated (bubble size), and number of follow‐ups at which time the measurements were obtained (color). Six possible domains are: nociceptive symptoms, activities of daily living, cognitive, sleep, mental health, and physical function.](JAH3-8-e013546-g003){#jah34548-fig-0003}

Figure [4](#jah34548-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the measurement timing and frequencies by the studies using the SF‐36,[10](#jah34548-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah34548-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah34548-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jah34548-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jah34548-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah34548-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah34548-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jah34548-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jah34548-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah34548-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jah34548-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jah34548-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jah34548-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#jah34548-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jah34548-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#jah34548-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah34548-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jah34548-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jah34548-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#jah34548-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#jah34548-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah34548-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} which was the most commonly used tool among the studies analyzed. Among the studies using the SF‐36, the total number of measurements obtained ranged from 1 to 6, with highly variable timing of measurements among the studies. Preoperative, 42 days (6 weeks), 91 days (3 months), and 182 days (6 months) after surgery were common time points to obtain the measurement.

![Measurement timings and frequencies of studies using the 36‐Item Short‐Form Health Survey (SF‐36). Each horizontal line represents a study, and each dot represents the time point at which measurements were obtained. Last name of the first author and publication years are displayed in the left column. Studies are clustered by the total number of measurements obtained during the study (right column). Arrows indicate follow‐up \>200 days.](JAH3-8-e013546-g004){#jah34548-fig-0004}

Patient Characteristics, Selection Criteria, and Missing Values {#jah34548-sec-0022}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 100 studies that reported sex, men represented 71% (n=27,308) of the patients. Only 26% (n=27) of the studies reported race, and of those that reported race, white race comprised 88% (n=4852). The most common procedure type evaluated was isolated or concomitant CABG only (n=60; 57%), followed by studies including both CABGs and other non‐CABG procedures (n=38; 36%); studies focusing solely on valve surgery cohort comprised 6% of the studies (n=6). Studies commonly excluded patients who died during the follow‐up period (46%) and 45% did not specified how people who died were analyzed (Table [3](#jah34548-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Only one study evaluated recovery in relation to mortality as an outcome.[22](#jah34548-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Study Population Characteristics

   Criteria                                    N (%)
  -------------------------------------------- --------------------
  Sex reported                                 100 (95)
  Male (of sex reported)                       27 308/38 567 (71)
  Race reported                                27 (26)
  White (of race reported)                     4852/5509 (88)
  Procedure type                               
  CABG only                                    60 (57)
  CABG+other                                   38 (36)
  Valve only                                   6 (6)
  Other                                        1 (1)
  Death treatment                              
  Unspecified                                  47 (45)
  Excluded                                     48 (46)
  No death occurred                            7 (7)
  Other                                        3 (3)
  Enrollment approach                          
  Unspecified                                  55 (52)
  Convenience                                  19 (18)
  Consecutive                                  31 (30)
  Inclusion/exclusion criteria to select for   
  Elective case only                           56 (53)
  Nonelective case only                        0 (0)
  Less comorbidity                             67 (64)
  More comorbidity                             4 (4)
  Older age (\>60 years old)                   10 (10)
  Younger age (\<80 years old)                 10 (10)
  Female sex only                              5 (5)

Total N is 105, except for male and white numbers, which are specified in the table. Older and younger ages were defined by different thresholds to identify studies that focused on extremes of patient age (ie, "older" referred to the exclusion of extremely young population and vice versa). CABG indicates coronary artery bypass grafting.

Over half of the studies did not specify whether enrollment was consecutive or on a convenience basis. Studies commonly set criteria to select for elective cases (53%) and patients with less comorbidity (64%). Ten percent of the studies set criteria to select for an older patient population (age ≥60 years), and 5% of the studies specified inclusion of women only (Table [3](#jah34548-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

Study Findings {#jah34548-sec-0023}
--------------

The variability in methodologies used across studies precluded synthesis of the existing evidence. Therefore, we summarized interventions and clinical characteristics associated with postoperative recovery that studies identified (Table S4), although interpretation of such claims is difficult in the context of limited quality of studies included in this analysis.

Discussion {#jah34548-sec-0024}
==========

In this systematic review, we identified that the body of literature on postoperative recovery after cardiac surgery is small (105 studies) and limited in quality, mostly single‐center studies focusing on narrow diversity of patients. Patients studied were predominantly men, and of 26% of the studies reporting race, 88% were white. Measurement and reporting methods varied widely among the studies, with no standardized use of instruments. Although studies reported predictors of recovery, most lacked external validation, were low in quality, and limited in breadths of the population studied. A significant implication of our findings is in highlighting the need for high‐quality research using a standardized approach so that recovery can be measured and improved on evidence‐based fashion, especially with the current focus on the postacute phase of care.

This review has marked implications to researchers and funding bodies, as it revealed how limited the evidence on postoperative recovery is when significant interest exists in readmission reduction and improving the quality of postacute care. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services is developing PROMs as part of its Quality Payment Program to relate patient experience to hospital reimbursement.[43](#jah34548-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} This signals the need for the science behind measuring the patient experience to catch up to the practice, and that need is not being fulfilled by current literature. A major implication to clinicians is that interventions to optimize postoperative recovery are based on little evidence at this point, and drawing clinical guidance on this topic from the literature is challenging.

Measurement Methodologies {#jah34548-sec-0025}
-------------------------

Significant heterogeneity and methodological weaknesses were noted in the duration of follow‐ups, the frequency of measurement, tools used to assess recovery, and the domains that were assessed. Even among 22 studies using the same SF‐36 instrument, there was a high variation in when, in relation to the time of surgery, and how frequently the assessments were obtained. Because such variation complicates interpretation of the results across studies, a priority area in studying postoperative recovery may be to identify the standard approach to measurement frequency and timings. In addition, although accounting for individual variations in preoperative level of measurement may be important to contextualize postoperative recovery, measurement of preoperative values was inconsistent, with only 57% of the studies performing preoperative measurement. Furthermore, the review highlighted the low temporal granularity in measurement, with 8 and 9 being the highest numbers of measurements obtained over a relatively long period of 6 months[12](#jah34548-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} to 1 year.[44](#jah34548-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Because digital platforms may allow for a high‐frequency measurement of PROM, as frequent as on a daily basis,[45](#jah34548-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} leveraging such technology provides novel opportunities to obtain granular insights into the process of recovery.

Reporting Methodologies {#jah34548-sec-0026}
-----------------------

Reporting of PROMs varied across studies, representing another element that requires standardization to promote cohesive interpretation of the evidence. A majority of the studies (67%) reported results as raw scores, often as the group‐level mean or median and standard deviations, without any further processing of the score. Other studies sought to provide more clinically intuitive values, such as the proportion of patients reaching the preoperative values in the measured domains or items.[9](#jah34548-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah34548-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Defining the recovery as the time that one reaches preoperative level of function in each of global domains[3](#jah34548-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34548-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} may be useful in the clinical setting in providing an estimate of the time it takes for a certain proportion of the cohort to achieve "recovery." However, this approach to reporting may not be as useful in assessing domains that do not have a clear improving or declining trajectory, such as the mental health domain,[10](#jah34548-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and is also not possible when the preoperative (baseline) values are not measured. Additionally, the binary categorization of the scores limits the interpretation of recovery to that at the group level and obscures distributional properties, such as the standard deviation, of the raw scores. Furthermore, improvement of scores beyond baseline are not reflected in this reporting.

Raw scores measured via instruments calibrated to certain population‐based distributions may be difficult to interpret in a highly selective cohort, such as those recovering after cardiac surgery, because the clinical characteristics of specific subpopulations may not match that of the population from which the calibration was obtained. The SF‐36 score was linearly transformed to have a mean score of 50 and SD of 10,[46](#jah34548-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} and has been validated by the original authors across 24 patient populations with variable sociodemographic characteristics and disease severity.[47](#jah34548-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} However, whether this norm holds true in a highly specific subpopulation, such as a postoperative cohort after high‐acuity operations recovering from a critical care setting, is uncertain. Taken together, standardization of reporting is needed, which may entail reporting of both raw scores obtained by the instruments and any postprocessing of the scores if they provide additional interpretive advantages.

Underrepresented Population {#jah34548-sec-0027}
---------------------------

We identified underrepresented populations in this review. As the vast majority of the studies (92%) selected for CABG or a mixture of CABG and other operations, existing data on postoperative recovery after non‐CABG operations are limited. Only 6 studies exclusively evaluated valve operations. Because the mortality and complication incidences vary across case types,[48](#jah34548-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} the process of recovery is expected to also vary and likely represents an important area of investigation. Expectedly, nonwhite and female patients were underrepresented, but more importantly, only 26% of the studies reported race data. The recovery process is reported to be more protracted in female patients,[14](#jah34548-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and racial differences in recovery and the underlying causes likely warrant investigation. Most studies excluded or did not specify the treatment of mortality that occurred during the follow‐up. While exclusion may be a practical approach to handling missing data, excluding deceased patients leaves the trajectory or recovery before death unknown. Similarly, a large number of studies excluded patients undergoing nonelective procedures with higher comorbidity levels and enrolled patients on a convenience basis. Although such approaches may improve response rates, they obscure the recovery process of sicker patients. Measuring recovery of this population requires patient engagement and creatively devising ways to simplify patient response.

Design and Domain {#jah34548-sec-0028}
-----------------

The use of an objective mobility tracker device in this population was infrequent (3 studies). As the prognostic value of objectively measured mobility has been demonstrated in oncologic[49](#jah34548-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} and noncardiac surgical populations,[6](#jah34548-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} it may be an important aspect of global recovery assessment. Sleep and cognitive domains represented the least frequently assessed domains, although both domains undergo significant disturbances postoperatively.[50](#jah34548-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#jah34548-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} This relative infrequency may be attributable to the challenge related to resource‐intensive cognitive function testing and polysomnography being the gold standards.[52](#jah34548-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} To generate evidence in a large cohort representing a wide spectrum of patient populations, the use of subjective surrogate measures, such as self‐perceived sleep quality and duration, may be a practical alternative.

Limitations {#jah34548-sec-0029}
-----------

This systematic review should be interpreted in the context of several potential limitations. First, the analysis was dependent on the available published data and is limited by publication bias and applicability of historical publications to contemporary clinical and research practice. However, we evaluated the temporal trend in the publication of included studies to assess contemporariness and found that almost 90% of the eligible studies were published after the year 2000. Second, although we worked with an experienced librarian to define the inclusive search terms and searched 2 large databases, it is possible that relevant studies may not have been identified. Third, the heterogeneity of studies in methodology and reporting precluded meta‐analysis. We reported a qualitative summary of the studies in the form of predictors of recovery reported. Fourth, although a systematic review typically includes a risk‐of‐bias assessment, this study focused on the synthesis of meta‐data of broad types of studies, and the heterogeneity of study types precluded systematic assessment of risk of bias applicable to all studies. As the main aim of the study was to describe the characteristics of all existing studies on this topic, we believe the metrics we used to characterize the studies provide a unified view of existing literature.

Conclusions {#jah34548-sec-0030}
===========

Our systematic review on postoperative, patient‐centered outcomes after adult cardiac surgery revealed that studies are limited in what they assess, most often single site without external validation, varied in their approach to missing data, and narrow in terms of the diversity of patients. The evidence base regarding postoperative patient‐centered outcomes needs to be strengthened to guide data‐driven improvement of postoperative recovery. Priority areas include augmenting the volume and quality of studies, improving and standardizing the methods and PROM instruments, and focused recruitment of minority populations.
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